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Abstract
This paper introduces a newly extended transfer function block diagram model which

accommodites n synchronous generators and z SVC systems in a single frame-of-reference. The new

simulation environment is used to conduct fundamental studies of dynamic interactions between

synchronous generators and between synchronous generators and SVC systems. This method yields

piysical insight and differs from the well-known state-space techniques. The system model includes

ifti n ff dynamic representation of synchronous machines in terms of field and damper windings in d-

and q-axes. The small-signal dynamic performance of various system models, incorporating a different

nu-6", of damper windings, are critically assessed. The simulations are carried out using frequency

responses and step voltage responses.
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great deal of progress has been achieved in
incorporating FACTS device models into the
state-space representation form t6-8]. One
possible reason for the popularity of this
approach is that the addition ofnew power plant
component models into the standard state-space
model of the power network is quite a
straightforward endeavour. In contrast, owing to
the large and very detailed amount of analytical
work associated with the incorporation of new
power plant models into the block-diagram
approach, only a limited amount of progress has
been achieved with this method. Nevertheless,
owing to the great advantages that the method
has in yielding physical insight, we feel that
further development of this method should be
pursued.

We are not alone in this belief and a block
diagram model, including a number of the

FACTS devices, has been proposed for the study
of single-machine systems and their interaction
with FACTS devices [9]. Furthermore, a unified
model including multiple generators and FACTS
devices has been presented more recently [10].
However, these models exhibit some very
serious short-comings since only the generator
main field winding is represented. Hence, the
model may not always yield realistic dynamic

1. Introduction
In small-signal stability applications, the

state-space and block diagram approaches have

been used for many years [1]. The eigenvalue-
based, state-space techniques have the ability to
solve large-scale power systems, relying heavily
on mathematical abstraction. On the other hand,
the block diagram approach provides a physical-

oriented way of conducting dynamic analysis of
power systems but, so far, it has been deemed to
be only applicable to small-scale power systems.
For instance, a transfer-function block diagram
model [2-4] has been used to study the dynamic
behaviour of a synchronous generator feeding
into an infinite-bus via a tie-line system. The
method captures the essence of how the AVR
interacts physically with the generator through
its main field winding. Also, a block diagram

model [5] has been used to look at the dynamic
interactions of two machines and their excitation
control systems.

With the advent of Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS) equipment,
which has the capability to provide fast-acting
active and reactive power control to high-
voltage networks, the study of the impact of
FACTS devices on power system dynamics has
become a topic of great research importance. A
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responses. Moreover, the dynamic interactions
between SVC controllers and the power system
have not been fully implemented. For instance,
the SVC dynamic voltage is not included in the
voltage control loop. Bearing this in mind, this
author has embarked on the development of a
more advanced multi-machine and multi-
FACTS block diagram model than that reported
in [0]. The incorporation of the SVC model in
this generic frame-of-reference has been
successfully completed. Hence, the author
would like to report on the case of the multi-
machine, multi-SVC system.

The block diagram models developed cater
for a different number of machine damper
windings: (i) one damper winding along the d-
and q-axes. (ii) one damper winding along the q-
axis and (iii) no damper windings. The dynamic
performances of the various system models are
critically evaluated in order to assess the
reliability of damper winding representation on
small-signal stability. A small-scale power
system consisting of two machines and one
SVC, is taken as the base case study' in order to
capture comprehensively all relevant aspects of
system dynamics. The system is then expanded
to encompass two SVC systems.

2. System and Block Diagram Model
Representations

To study the dynamic interactions between
generators and SVCs in a multi-machine
environment, a linearised transfer-function
which caters for n generators and rn SVCs is
develooed. Full derivations of the transfer
functions for the i'' machine and the rt' SVC are
given in Appendix A. After suitable
manipulations, the linearised expressions, in the
s domain, lead to three models with a varying
degree of complexity.

Model 1.' This model accounts for the
effect of the generator main field plus one
damper winding in the d-axis and one in the q-
axis.

M,, = Kr,t6, + i X,,,t', + Kr,,LEii * i Xr,,d,t; *

K2e, M :;, + L f rr,, te i, + K *.,,, L.a, *" ; f *r, oo, 
( I )

Le,, = Yo,65, + i Krrt6, + Ku,,Mii, + p.,KurM�:; *

K"d,,LE'�; + t K.rM'i+ /<,,..r,,aa, 
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LV*", = Ku,,L,6, + i, xr,ut6, + Ku,,,Mii + i Xu,,te ;:, * 
,^.

r  r r . - l r  ^ F , , l r  : ' .  ( 3 )
x6h,,LL;,  + Z K6htLL;t  + K*,h,,La, + Z K*,r , , t \dt

where

cddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddii = s,,,(StM,u, - L et,6\M; - ga,, (S)A4 - L snrg)L5,

-sr,(S)Mji -  L sj, ,6)AEi, -g*,,(S)Aa, - i  g*,, ,(S)La,
! 4 ' t n '

(4)
tti = i, g,rr(S)M! + snr,, (S)Ad + i grr(S)L,d, +

gru,,(S)1dd'rl, + L sua!)M|+ g-"2r,,(S)La, + i, g-"r*,(S)La,

(5)

The coefficients and transfer functions in (l)-(5)
are given in Appendix A.

Model 2.' In this model the damper
winding in the d-axis rotor circuit is removed
from Model L Hence, tt; andxi in (l)-(5) are

replaced by ar; and xp, respectively.

Model 3.' In this model both damper
windings are neglected. Hence, only the effect
of the field winding, Mi,, exists, i.e.

M;'�= ̂Ei = x'; = x;'=0 .

The generic.block diagram model, shown in
Fig. 1, for the l" machine and the l' SVC and
contributions from the /h generator and the 7o'
SVC is derived from (1)-(5). The sub-blocks
enclosed by the dotted line are the coefficients
of the l' machine. The dynamic characteristic of
the /'� machine is suitabty represented by
incremental changes in four main variables,
namely output power (AP"1), output voltage
(Ae,;), voltages proportional to d- and q-axes
flux linkages (AE"qi) and (AE"6,), respectively.
The dynamic contributions from thef' generator
consists of a summation of changes in A6i, AE""
and AE" i, inputted through the coefficients with
subscripts y, where ,/'=1...n and 74. These
contributions are delivered to the generic block
diagram model of the / 'machine.

As shown in Fig. l, the dot-dofdashed line
block encloses the l' SVC system. It can be seen
that the /'SVC terminal voltage (AV*"i) is made
up ofchanges in A6, AE"o and AE"6 through the
coefficients Ksn, &n and Kra,.
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Fig. I Block diagram of the /' machine and the l'SVC ir.r a multi-machine system

The changes contributed by the fo and fo
machines are combined and fed into the l' SVC
voltage controller. The terminal voltage of the /'

SVC is also determined by changes in its firing

angle (Acr1) through the coefficient K5v63a;i alld

by-a zummation of ctranges in the 7" SVC's

firing angle (Acr,) through the coefficients

Ks,c3nij, whereT:l ...m, and iA. A change in Acr;
through the coefficient Ks,c3nu reflects a dynamic
interaction between the i'' and 7'' SVCs. The
combined impact of the m SVCs is inputted at

the summing points A, B, C and D, respectively.

These contributions are added to changes in Ae1;,

AE"o1, AE"6i and AP.1 of the /' machine through

the existing connections between the generator

and the SVC at points A, B, C and D,
respectively.

It can be seen from the i'' machine model

that changes in Aes; and AP"1 are mainly

determined by variations in AE"qi and AE"4i.

Since damper windings in both the d- and q-axes

are accounted for, there is an additional dynamic

loop formed by these flux linkages inside each
machine, via the transfer functions 9{s) and
ga(s). It should be noticed that the existence of

Br(s) and g6(s) is due to the more realistic
conditions being considered in this analysis,
such as the resistive part of transmission lines

impedances and the explicit representation of
PQ loads. Also, the subtransient saliency, i'e.'

X"1iX"q, plays an important part in the
existence of these transfer functions. Referring
to (4), it can be seen that the transfer functions

making up AE"qi have the same time constants,

but different gains. A similar situation arises for

AE"6i in (5).
In power system operation, the machine

damper windings play a crucial role in providing
system damping. It can be seen from Fig. I that

changes in AE"qi and AE"6 will be influenced by
the d- and q-axes damPer windings,
respectively. Also, the flux linkage between the
d- and 4-axes within the /' machine will alscr
interact dynamically with those of other

AE"dJ

&a;(s)

&,,(s)

8*zr\s)

SraG)
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machines and with the SVCs. Therefore, if the
generator damper windings effects are
neglected, as they have been in [9-10], it will
lead to a system model with unrealistic system
damping. In the section below, an assessment of
the various system models, with decreasing
order of machine modelling, is carried out.

3. Assessment of Block Diagram Models
3.1. Synchronous generator interaction

The impact of neglecting machine damper
windings on system model integrity is assessed
in this section. The two-machine system shown
in Fig. 2, but with no SVC in node 3, is used in
this study. Machine 2 is represented by Models
1-3 whereas machine I is always represented by
Model L The open-loop frequency responses of
Machines I and 2 are studied in order to gain
insight into the effect of neglecting damper
windings. It is noted that the open-loop
frequency response Ae,i /Ae"6 of one of the
machines is obtained while the other machine is
kept in close-loop control with the fast-acting
voltage regulator (AVR). The system parameters
are given in Table Bl and system operating
conditions are siven in Table 82.

Fig. 2 Two generator one-SVC system

Figs. 3 and 4 show the open-loop frequency
responses of machines 1 and 2, respectively. It
can be seen from Fig. 4 that when Model 2 is
used to represent machine 2, its frequency
response shows a reduction in phase lead with
respect to the case when Model 1 is used to
represent machine 2. The reduction starts at the
natural oscillation frequency and results are
shown up to 100 radls. As expected, machine 2
represented by Model 1 exhibits better dynamic
performances in these frequency ranges than
those of machine 2 with Model 2. The effect of
using Model 2 for machine 2 is passed on to
machine 1. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that this
effect causes a slight change in machine l's
characteristic. When Model 3 is applied to
represent machine 2, the frequency response in
Fig. 4 shows that machine 2 is unstable,
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Fig. 3 Open-loop frequency response of machine I

Fig. 4 Open-loop frequency response ofmachine 2

exhibiting a very pronounced switch-back
characteristic due to the lack of realistic system
damping. In this exercise, and for the purpose of
results presentation, a damping term D:12.5
was applied at the mechanical mode of machine
2. The effect of using Model 3 to represent
machine 2 also introduces an undamped
response, with a high switch-back characteristic
into the frequency response of machine l,
represented by Model 1. It can be concluded that
neglecting the damping windings of machines
has a very significant degrading effect on the
generator dynamic response characteristic in
small-signal stability studies.



3.2 Synchronous generator-SVC
interactions

In order to assess the overall dynamic
characteristic of the system model shown in Fig.
1, the SVC at node 3 is set to supply 0.357 p.u.
reactive power. Hence, the voltage magnitude at
node 3 increases from 0.928 to 0.98 p.u. The
system parameters and operating conditions are
given in Tables Bl anC 82, respectively. Three
different cases are analysed below: Model I is
used to represent machines I and 2, this is
followed by the use of Model 2 and then Model
3. It should be noted that for the first two cases
the mechanical damping term D of both
machines is set to zero whereas for the third case
D:9.75.

Fig. 5 shows plots of gain and phase versus
frequency for machine 1. In this case, a high
value of mechanical damping, D:9.75, is
applied to Model 3 in order to provide a similar
amount of phase than Model 1, at the switch-
back frequency point. It should be noted that a
severely undamped response would take place if
zero mechanical damping were to be used in
Model 3. When Model 2 is employed the system
damping is significantly improved over the
frequency range of concern, without having to
resort to anificially high levels of mechanical
damping. Nevertheless, when compared to

Model l, Model 2 has approximately a l0o
lower phase lead at the natural oscillation
frequency. This indicates that Model 2 has
indeed lower damping. The phase of Model 2 is
also lower than that of Model 1, starting at the
natural oscillation frequency. Therefore, Model
I with generator damper windings in the d- and

4-axes provides a better frequency performance
than Models 2 and 3, particularly at the high
frequency range.

The time responses in Figs. 6 and 7 can
also be used quite effectively to show the impact
of damper winding representation in system
model. Even though lack of inherent damping in

Model 3 is compensated in this paper by adding
artificial mechanical damping, Fig' 6 reveals
that the voltage time response obtained from
Model 3 has a different frequency of oscillation
than that of Model 1. On the other hand, Fig. 7
shows that the oscillation frequency in the
voltage time response of Model 2 is closer to the
response of Model I than that of Model 3.
However, the time response of Model 2 has a
different oscillatory magnitude than Model I
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and it also reaches the steady state at a slightly
later time. It should be said that neglecting both
machine damper windings, i.e. Model 3, is not a
suitable option for carrying out small-signal
stability analysis. Although adding the q-axis
damper winding, i.e. Model 2, improves
significantly the reliability of system model
response, including damper windings in both the
d- and q-axes leads to an even better reliability
of svstem model response.

r :  :  l :

Fig. 5 Frequency response ofmachine I
with differing order of system models

. :

Fig. 6 Machine I's terminal voltage for
Models I and 3

Fig. 7 Machine I's terminal voltage for
Models 1and2

tr'V\r'-,-
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4. Multi-machine Study Case
Having established the suitability of Model

I in small-signal stability studies, we now
investigate the impact of SVC systems in a
multi-machine, multi-SVC environment. The
two machine system shown in Fig. 8 is used
together with the system parameters and
operating conditions given in Tables B1 and 83,
respectively. The frequency response of
generators I and 2 with SVCs and with no SVCs
are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. Similarly, their
voltage responses are shown in Fig. I I and 12.

Fig. 8 Two-generators Two-SVCs system

Fig. 9 Frequen"yr"rponr" of machine I

The plots of gain and phase versus
frequency for both machines are shown in Figs.
9 and 10. The switch-back characteristics clearly
show that machine t has a lower damping
response at the natural oscillation frequency
than machine 2. This is an expected result since
machine I supplies a heavier active load than
machine 2, as illustrated in Table 83. The
frequency responses also show that the SVCs
only provide a slight damping improvement to
machine I at the natural oscillation frequency.
However, the SVCs enhance the high frequency
performance of both machines, where higher
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phase leads can be observed at frequencies
above I I radls.

Fie. 10 Frequency response ofmachine 2

Fig. I I Voltage response of machine I

i r : : J t i - E l

T  ' . r ' _ '

Fig. 12 Voltage response of machine 2

Also, the time voltage responses in Figs. I I
and 12 show that the SVCs reduce the first peak
of oscillation in the generator output voltage
when a step change in the AVR reference
voltage (Ae,i-,"r) is applied. However, the
frequency responses illustrate that the SVCs are



responsible for a slight reduction in the steady-
state gains of the system, causing the generator
output voltages to reach a slightly lower steady-
state levels. It should be noticed that the same
amount of PQ load is used in both cases, when
the system contains SVCs and no SVCs.

5. Conclusions
The block diagram model of a multi-

machine and multi-SVC system is presented in
this paper. In this simulation environment full
dynamic interactions between generators and
SVCs are accounted for. The model allows for a
good explanation of how the SVCs impact on
the generator dynamic characteristics.
Assessment of the dynamic performance of the
f' machine indicates that its dynamic
performance is severely impaired if the damper
winding effects are neglected in the study. The
results presented in the paper show that model
reliability critically depends on including one or
two damper windings. Hence, it is
recommended that Model I should become the
standard machine model in small-signal stability
studies. This should ensure that system model
reliability is maintained in small-signal stability
studies of multi-machine systems with excitation
control and FACT devices.
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Appendix A1
The admittance matrix for n-generator

nodes plus m-SVC nodes can be expressed as,
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where 6r; = 6, - 6, L 6 r , = L 6 , - L 6 1

Decomposing (A-4) in d an q-axes give.

lLi ral = ID,1 ltlldfffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffi) + lQa)lM il + lRa)lL'6) + [Aa llLa)

(A-5)
l^i sq | = | D q IIAd ; | + lQ n ll M i I + [ Ro ][Adl r I A., ]lL a l

(A-6)
where

[Rql = lCo,)-tlK Rql

IQql=acaq)-t IKaq'l

[Rd)= IK Ml+ lCOd]IRql lD,tl= lK Ddl + lCOdl[D,t]

[Qal= IK pa)+ IC pal [Qql  1to|= IK ,aa) + lCpal IAo)

Ko1, = -yrr{co,Efr +ssijE:jt +(x,i, - xij,)irr)} foria

KRq, = JsilssuEi; - csu(Eij -6,; - xi)isql\l for j*i

A p t r 1 = - L K p 4 ,

Kpa4 = -Yrrsg

Kga, = YgiC14

Cpail = Ytl1C rr(X ; 
- Xiir)

IDql = lCoql-t IK Dq)

1, to l=IC9r l -1IK 4)

Kn ,, =- i K*n,1

Koqii =Yg,iCgii for j=l-+ n

Kesij = YeijSc,j fori:l-+ n

fori=1-n
[r i,r]=[ri,,,r tt,,.t f tarl
lo ) ltt.,,t 1t..1+1t,",1[1v*,1)

where

(A -1 )

tr,".t = "r[xc - 11 @ - a) + ossin(2a)ll and x = -:*

For a small change, the generator terminal
voltages in D-Q network co-ordinates can be
written as,

ItE,1=pttd ' 'zt 
\ttc"l+lxii 

- xi l l l . isql+

tftE't*tx ; - r ;tt,,,4toaf-r)r tw,t 
G-2)

After re-arranging (A-l) in term of small
perturbations by making use of (A-2), the
generator current of machines in D-Q co-
ordinates can be expressed as,

1Nr1 - l v r l l " " 5  " ' l { t t r " l * l x : ; -  x i l l ^ t sq l - ,  a  1 \( .4\-J I

ilt E " t * t x ; - xi tt,s,/ tlt ̂dll - t v. lt^ i* 1 t/,". I'

where
. . 1

tY^ l= l t r . 1  ' +  i lX l i l l- ' '  
t - - '  

"  - ' l

1f"1 = 1vr11t,l-'t!,,.111.. + v*,1 |

t i"l = t i,,,, I - t|,,. 111.,, * 1,", 1- 1 1r-,,1
14i,*1 = 711r - K. Cos(2a)). La)

It should be noted that the non-linear term of
^v,". is cancelled out by an ideal linearised
block in the SVC model [6]. So,14f.""1=;1raal
Re-arranging (A-3), the current of i'' machine in
d;qlmachine co-ordinates is given by,

Lir ,  -  L.Yr, ,e ' ""  \ rc ' , ' * (X; ,  
-  Xi t )L is i t  +

l = l

r l

i lE ' , '  + tx ; ,  -  x i t t iEqt)L5 t , l  f ,Y, , ""  
q ' " ' " t  

l1K, tv, , , ,La,

(A-4)

C gr, = -Y 
riiS oi ( X ; 

- X :j) for j zi C gqii = | + C oqi, for j : t

K6;i = Y"1i84K,

lru = Yc,r"jh

C s,j 
= Cos(6ti + Pij)

C" , i  =Cos(Q +yr )

K 41i = Y"1i A4 K .1 for i-1-,

l"ii = Y"ijeJY'

S o, = Sin(6 1, + B,r)

S " , t =S in (6 '+y r )

Aq = S"4lt*ai +C",jV*qt B,j = CrrV*at - SrijV-"qt

Electrical power equation:
The electrical power of the generators can be
expressed as,
I p"l = t E flIi sdl + [ E ;]li 3ql + Ii s,tll x ; 

- x i)ti ga) (A-7)

After re-arranging (A-7) in term of small
variations by making use of (A-5)-(4-6),
equation (1) in the main body of the paper is
obtained, where
Kr, = PgRo,i + PoRaii K11, = PpRn4 + PpR4,,

K2, = io1 + PgrDqii + PoDaii K2ii = PgDn4 + PpDai,

Kzaii = ia, + PgQ,rii + PoQaii K2ar1 = PgQrrl + PpQa,

K*rt'1 = PgAuu + PoAd,i K*14 = PpAn, + PpA4u

Po= E ' j1+(X i1-X i i i ) iq i  PO= E i i+ (X l i i -  X i j i ) ia i

D-axis flux linkage equation:
The d-axis flux linkage generated by the main
field and one d-axis damper windings can be
written in matrix form as,
tcr(s)lt^t;l = tc' (.!)ltMTaJ - tcz (s)[Ai"a J (A-8)

tc, (s)t = [tU + t'i" ]s]
' -  ^ '  l " '  ' ^  r l ; . l S 2 ll ( r ( J ) f  = [ l f  f  + l r . r ,  + r a o p r l r J o  - - .  

I
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lc, ($1 = 
[txa 

- x il +lr hlx i - x ['l + r iiolx a - x, ls]
After re-arranging (A-8) by making use of (A-
5), equation (4) in the main body of the paper is
obtained, where

"r,,($=t#
go,,(s)=fr3R'
gr,,(s)=#39r,

g.*,,(s)=ft3/,,,
o(s) = {x/i 

- x i,l + Fi.6 i, - x i,) + ri,g 4 - x i,)ls
aisy = { r + 1x, - x i) Ddi,l * {(r;. 1 x 2, - X !') + r !o, ( x 'i - x 1,11ou,, +

(ri^ + ti,)ls +lri"irli,tls2

Q-axis flux linkage equation:
The flux linkage given by one q-axis damper
winding can be written in matrix form as,

[tr]+tr;,F]tMrt=txs 
- xilt^is,tt (A-9)

After re-arranging (A-9) by making use of (A-
6), equation (5) in the main body of the paper is
obtained, where
g3ai1(S) = Q(s)Dql

tor-,1S.1 = O(S)Ro;i

8_czaii(s) = o(s).4qii

cta,t(S) = o(,s)Oe, o(s) =
| - (X q1 - X'ii)Qqii + r;;oiS

Generator terminal voltage equation:
For small variations, the generator terminal
voltage can be written in matrix form for n
machine as,

lLe,)=le,l ' f l",alttt,al*[r,r[t",r]) (A-10)

After suitable manipulation of (A-10), equation
(2) in the main body of the paper is obtained,
where
Ke1 = E p X ii Rqii - E e X iii R,tii

Ktu = E pX i,Roi 
- EeX';iR,ti i

Ku', -- E1lXi,Do,i + E6(l- Xil)Da,,

K6, = E 1yX ii Dqil - E eX'ir Ddu

K6a1, = Ep(l+ Xii)Qqii- EeXii 'Qa,,

K6a1, = E 1t X ljiQ,ril - E O X ii'Qau

K*311 = EpXilArii- EeXliAdi,

K *11i = E pX ii Aqil - E OX';i Adij

-  - t  -  - l
L A = € x  € 4 i  L O = e t t  e u t

SVC terminal voltage equation:
For small variations, the SVC voltage can be
written in matrix form for z SVCs,
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1r v * 1 = 1v *'1r fav * DlI ̂v w Dl + Irr * n11 t v * n 1f (A- 1 1 )

Re-arranging (A-.1) by making use of (A-2), the
voltage of the /' SVC in D-Q co-ordinates is
given by,

-  t ^  * t 1 \ /  -

Lvf f i ,  =  -L  Y" , ,e " " t  
" ' " ' l LE ' ;  

+ (X, ;  -  X i i , )L i r *  +

t(E; *tx6 - x;,t,rr)m,)- t, ' ir,N*,F*,

(A-12)

1i " y = 11, yr.,111" 11 i x i 1'

ttrl=[1t.. + t*1 - 1t.,111"11t,.1)-'
'  -  r - l

tY,l=llixtl ' +lY,,ll

Decomposing ( -12) in D-Q co-ordinates gives,
ILI/*"Dl =[rM[L5) + lTpa][LE il + [rOa]IM il + IreailAal

(A-13)
lLv *91 = Q pnllLfl + [r prl{[LE il + ITqr)lM i ) + IT,ar)[La)

(A-14)
where
tIMl=ts4,/l+tScAalIRo) I|rql=tsnrl+lScpqllRrl
l lDdl-tS&/l+ [Scqa)[Drl I i 'oaJ= [sonl+ [,Scaq)lDrlr

t foa I = tsg; I + ts caallQql lrpnl= lSstl+fscerllQql

lr,ad I = [.t1d ] + [S cgallAnl lTAq] = IS Aq)+{ScAq]IAql

i",t = Y",,"'h lu,, = Ya,,"jh

s ̂ ru = r",,(s n, r 6 - c ru(E ijj + ( x ; - x ii)i *,)) for j: 1 --> n

s or, = r",, (- c r,, r'; - s r(E'i, + 6,i, - x i) i ro)) f or j -- | -+ n

sv(D =ffioa,

eo($=ffinau
s,r(D=ffioa,

s,*:, (s) = 99.e7,7

8:a,;(S) = O(S)Dqi

cnaa(S) = Q(S)Rt4

swczal(S) = A('s)"1"u

(x"; - Xil')

S p74 = -Y"aC yr1

Sgail = -Y"451u

Spoi., = -Y"rSy., for j:l-+n

Sqri, = Y"4C tr for j:l-+n

s(:9a1i = -Y"4s|r(x,i - xi,) for i:l-+n

S2qu1, = Y"1.Ctr (X; - X:i) for i:l-+n

541i1 =Y,1i,a,,K, 544 = -Ya4b1iK, fori:l-->m

SJ -u=S in (g r+6 i )

a, = Sin(Q4)v *,p, + Cos(lir)Y *cer

b,, = C os( Q1 1 )V *,p, - S in($t t )V -cU

Re-arranging (A-ll) by making use of (A-13)
and (A-14), equation (3) in the main body of the
paper is obtained, where
Kr,,,, = Il pTp4,, + l/pTpn,, K9,, = VpTpa,, + VgTTroU

Ku,,, =VpTp,li: +V6Tpo,, Ka,,u =VnToau +VOToqi,

K64r,1 =VpTg;,1+VgTgqii Kua,4 =VpTg14+l/gTp,t4

K"*tuii = V oTe,tii + VQT,tqi, K s,cans = VoT,ta,1 + ypTt,t,1

Itu = V],lt*,o, t, = v;),,rr"*n,
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Appendix B: System Operating Conditions and Parameters

Table Bl System parameters (Al1 100 MVA Base)

Table 82 System operating condition of system in Fig. 2

Table 83 System operating condition of system in Fig. 8

Xa X'" X"^ r' t " xa x" r" H D
Ml and M2 1,445 0 .316 0. t79 5.26 s 0.028 s 0.959 0.162 0 .1  59  s 4.27 0

Kot K"z
AVR 100 I  l 5 0.05s 0.05s

Z' Z" z3 z4 Zs
Tie line

Imoedance
j0.2s j0,2s i0.2 j 0 . t i n )

l(. Xr X"
svcl-svc3 1 5 2.5 2 .5

Ansle P,-,--.-, Qi^ao.a Pa On,
Before

applying SVC
Node I 1.00000 0.0000 1 .2 0.5338 0.60 0.2
Node 2 r.0500 -0.4462 t . 0 0.7s57 0.40 0.2
Node 3 0.9287 -9.2945 0.0 0.0 1.200 0.62

After
applying SVC

Node 1 1.00000 0.0000 t .2 0.3262 0.60 0.2
Node 2 L0500 -0.4223 1 .0 0.5380 0.40 0.2
Node 3 0.98 -8.8044 0.0 0.3574 1 .200 0.62

Anele P Qini."t"d P Qa"-,

Before
applying SVC

Node I 1.000 0.000 1 .2 0.6727 0.30 0 . 1
Node 2 1.000 t .94 0.9 0.6056 0.20 0 . 1
Node 3 0.9036 11.49 0.0 0.0 r .00 0.4
Node 4 0.9097 -10.79 0.0 0.0 0.6 0 0.3

After
applying SVC

Node I r .000 0.000 t .2 0.2834 0 .30 0 . 1
Node 2 1.000 | . 7 7 0.9 0.2503 0.20 0 . 1
Node 3 0.980 -  1 0 . 5 8 0.0 0.3 895 1 .  00 0.4
Node 4 0.980 -9.987 0.0 0.253 8 0.60 0.3
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